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FEATURE SHEET 
 

NAME OF EVENT: Dealing with CRA:  Audit Negotiations 

ORIGINAL AUTHOR / PRESENTER: James Bell and Danny Ducas  

CE&PD CREDITS AVAILABLE: APATC One (1) CE/PD credit per hour of instruction 

CE&PD CREDITS AVAILABLE:  KB One (1) CE/CPD credit hour of instruction 

EVENT INFORMATION  

FORMAT: Webinar 

DATE: June 20, 2017 

TIME & DURATION: 1:00PM Eastern (60 minutes) 

LOCATION: On-Line – KB Platform 

 

OVERVIEW 

This webinar will assist the Tax Professional in dealing with CRA when clients face an audit.  What are 

the rules the Minister and the taxpayer are bound by when a file comes to audit and how can tax 

professionals prepare their client and the filings for a successful negotiation with the CRA?  What does 

success look like when the client must pay none, some or all of the audit outcomes?   

 

WHY IS THIS TOPIC ESPECIALLY TIMELY?  

As the 2017 tax filing season comes to a close, the tax audit season begins!  As Tax Professionals more 

and more of the responsibility for client compliance is falling to the Tax Professional.  This has resulted in 

the Tax Professional dealing with CRA without knowing the rules of the game in a changing landscape.  

 

This session will outline the responsibilities of the client, the Tax Professional and CRA with respect to 

post-assessment tax audits.  In addition, CRA is subject to certain rules, procedures and requirements 

that are not always followed.  Learn what CRA is to be providing to you as well as what you need to 

know in order to properly represent your clients’ interests within the framework of the legislation.  

 

CONTENT DESCRIPTION AND KEY BENEFITS: This webinar will touch on key issues of concern to advisors 

and their clients: 

• The Field of Play – Post-Assessment Reviews, Audits with James Bell 

o Powers and Responsibilities:  What the Act Income Tax Says 

o Audit Triggers:  Issues with CRA Selection Process; GST/HST vs. Tax Audit 

o Voluntary disclosures 

• Objections:  Reports and information to be provided by CRA: 

o CRA Policy and requirements with respect to information 

o T20, T2020, Penalty recommendation report 

o Working papers and reasons for conclusions 

• Negotiations:  CRA 

o Who can negotiate, what can be negotiated 

o How to initiate negotiations, arriving at an agreement 

o Issues:  CRA’s interpretation of “Reasonable in the Circumstances” and “in a timely 

fashion”,  Directors Liability, Section 160, Bankruptcy 

• Collections:  Representing and protecting the client – with Danny Ducas 

o What CRA can and cannot do 

o Negotiating payment plans 

o Tip and Traps:  What not to say – Key words/phrases, What to listen for 


